
Visual Interative simulations D 5p 2005-04-01Umeå University Lab 1Bead on a wireBead on a wireMake a simulation of a bead on a wire, i.e. a simulation of a partile (the bead) onstrainedto move along a spei� urve (the wire) but otherwise a�eted by fores (like gravity and airdag) ating on it.
12 beads on a wire.Representation Represent the bead by a point partile. Use the partile struture suggestedin [1℄
x position
v veloity
f aumulated fore
m massInlude also a partile index (or name) if you are to extend the ode to system of partiles.The Simulation Loop The simulation loop should roughly have the following strutureInitial onditionswhile (running)Calulate position with respet to wireAumulate external foresCompute onstraint foreTake a time stepCalulate the energy of the systemVisualization and renderingendInitialization Assign values on onstants and hoose values for initial position and veloity.Make sure that the initial position is on the wire.The wire Let the wire be represented by N segments of straight lines with start and end points

{r0, r1, r2, ..., rN}. The wire an be generated by a funtion or exported from a drawing1



tool � design your own wire! The bead-to-wire distane in the diretion of the normal nian be omputed by
r⊥, i = (x − ra−1) · ni

n1 and n2 are two orthogonal normals to the line segment between ra−1 and ra that thepartile urrently follows. There is a spae of normal vetors to hose among � hose anytwo orthogonal normals. The simulation may be simpli�ed by restriting the wire to be a2D height map (for instane in the y = 0 plane). The tangent and normals to suh a wireare t = [rxn+1 − rxn, 0, rzn+1 − rzn], n1 = [−tz, 0, tx]/|t| and n2 = [0, 1, 0].External fores Besides the onstraint fore fc the total fore f should inlude two externalfores � the gravity fore fg = mg (with gravity vetor g ating in negative z-diretion andwith magnitude equal to the gravitational aeleration) and the air drag fore fair = −κairv(with drag oe�ient κair) and the onstraint fore fc. The total fore on the partile is
f = f g+fair+fc.Constraint fore The onstraint fore fc follows from the onstraints 0 = ci ≡ r⊥ i for i = 1, 2(saying zero distane between bead and wire) in the diretions n1 and n2. This onditionimplies the onstraint fore fc =

∑
j λjnj with Lagrange multipliers λi = −fe · ni − κsci −

κdċi, where we inlude spring and damper orretion to the onstraint fore to prevent thebead from gradually drifting away from the wire. Choose suitable values for the spring anddamper oe�ients κs and κd.Time stepping The motion of the partile is governed by Newtons law of motion f = ma. Thepartile veloity and position evolves in time aording to mv̇ = f and ẋ = v. Use Euler'smethod for integrating these equations.Energy Calulate the total energy of the system. What size of time steps are required forhaving variations in the total energy no larger than 1% of the average total energy duringthe simulation, when the air damping is put to zero.Visualization and rendering Use OSG or glut. See separate doumentation.Comment 1 The motion of the bead is onstrained to the wire using point-to-line onstraint.The bead will have a slightly wrong diretion of veloity when going from one line segmentto the next. This is ompensated by the spring-damper orretion to the onstraint fore.Depending on the values of the spring and damper onstants, the total energy may osillateor be damped out. The size of this e�et depends on the number of line segments and theamount of urvature of the urve � hoose a smoother urve if you are having problems.Comment 2 There are several ways to extend this lab to arbitrary wire design in 3D. Feel freeto experiment!Referenes[1℄ A. Witkin, D. Bara� et al Physially Based Modelling 97 � SIGGRAPH leture notes.
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